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Biopunk : DIY scientists hack the software of life - Deschutes Public . 25 May 2011. In Marcus Wohlsen s new book, Biopunk: DIY Scientists Hack the Software of Life, he explores the biohackers bringing science from the lab?

Biopunk: DIY Scientists Hack the Software of Life Marcus Wohlsen Biopunk: DIY Scientists Hack the Software of Life by book review. Click to read the full review of Biopunk: DIY Scientists Hack the Software of Life in New York

Marcus Wohlsen - Biopunk: DIY Scientists Hack the Software of Life . 10 Jan 2014. BioPunk DIY Scientist Hack the Software of Life This book is an interesting overview of the DIY BIO movement and a quick ~200 page read.
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Scientists Hack the Software of Life. If you are sympathetic to the Open Source/DIY/Maker movement, it is worth the read. The book covers bio-hackers who are hacking biology in their garages. These do it yourself wetlabs are rapidly moving to DNA software engineering using